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‘Noticing’: Notes on how to run a video viewing session 

Based on video viewing sessions with professor Frederick Erickson, 12 October 2012. 

Frederick Erickson, emeritus professor at UCLA and pioneer in using video for ethnographic 

research, visited MODE in October 2012. On 12th October 2012 he led a series of video 

viewing sessions. Cary Bazalgette showed video recordings of toddlers watching television, 

Kate Cowan showed video recordings of young children playing on the playground of a 

school, and Carol Rivas showed video recordings of an interpreted diabetes consultation. 

These are the notes that the MODE team made of the sessions: they are our ‘transcriptions’ 

of Professor Erickson’s comments. 

Some principles:  

 Brainstorming is important – work is ‘young intellectually’ the more we can 

sketch/rethink – imagination – the better. 

 The more we can play the better as there isn’t yet a highly canonical approach yet  

 If we go too soon down one line we may miss something – be as deductive as 

possible 

 Keep a close track of the way time (duration and sequence) and the spatial 

arrangements interact 

 Stay humble with inferences – sit lightly on your analytical categories  - Sketch with 

pencil rather than pen) 

 Re-direct gaze and revisit constantly  

 Resist the temptation to grab onto theory and move toward closure 

 Keep shifting and using a different lens – to keep open the data 

 For domestic ethnography we need to: 

o “stranger-fy” the data (bracket out movement) – the insider/outsider 

advantage 

o to ensure we are not trapped by own experiences, traditions or tools (e.g. 

transcription) 

 We need to beware the danger of premature definition is that we move too quickly 

to definitions of meaning of interaction which has implications for how we interpret 

social interactions.  

 

 Ray McDermott – Anthropologist: 2 laws of social life: 

1. Everyone is busy all the time 

2. Everybody is making sense 

 Everyone is busy being sensible and they are always being sensibly busy - Our role is 

to figure out how they are being busy – what is the sense they are making? 
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Plus “Erickson’s Corollary”—Everybody is someplace.  (All the busy sense making is 

situated—and social/physical/temporal situation differs profoundly from one 

situation to another) 

 

What are we actually looking at? 

 Video, audio, field notes are not data – video is light/sound waves. Bits of what we 

notice become data as we connect it to a research question.  

 At the primary stage of viewing the video material it is therefore important to see it 

as information not data—we construct data from information sources. 

 “Data discovery” – we have to ‘find’ the data – we have to stay in that data discovery 

mode for as long as possible and useful  

 

Notes on viewing (1): 

 

1. Contextualise the video first 

2. View the whole event 

3. First notice: 

a. What are you noticing (owner of video)? 

b. What did anyone see? 

We were looking at a young child watching a film on the TV we noticed:  

 Musical change 

 Body position 

 Direction of bodies/angles of attention 

 Interplay in space 

 Distance 

 Head movements 

 Throwing/shifting posture 

 Blinking 

 Breathing/swallowing 

 Rate/speed of interaction 

 Mouth movements 

 

4. Start looing for:  

a. Look for ‘discontinuity’ e.g. see gazing/no blinking  

b. Review and refine your observations – gaze/blink 
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c. The trick is to end up attending to behavioural details that have 

semiotic/interactional meaning 

5. What objects/interlockers in the social ecology? 

6. Make sketches and diagrams – to picture the little pieces of ecologies – pieces of 

mutual influence 

7. Remain with as low a level of inference as possible for as long as possible 

 

Notes on viewing (2): Watch the video again…. 

8. View 2nd time:   

a. How might you ‘parse’ this into consistent parts? 

b. What we see before and after a point is a boundary transition,  

c. Looking at streams of activity - “sitting loose” on watching 

9. Watch for how the video itself is shot – pans/zooms/moves – because camera 

people ‘intuitively’ react to the situation and that can be a meaningful clue to 

something such as the organisation of the interaction 

10. Count things – map them onto time scales, make graphic displays to clarify different 

elements in the ecology of the context 

 

Started to transcribe: 

a. Make a time line 

b. Keep track of characters (possibly a track for the features of the camera 

movement?) 

c. Parse time episodes 

d. Indicate ‘Change points’ in the data 

e. Note turn exchanges 

f. Look at the objects in play, and how sequentially organised over time 

g. Map the junctures across the whole interaction e.g. what is happening 

audibly (sound audio) with child’s movement - putting the whole ecology of 

interaction together to get at the mutual influence of actors in sequence – 

the simultaneous work in the ecology  

h. Try to map the layers in real time 

 

 

We looked at another video of Child-initiated play in a nursery school 

 

 We noticed: 

o Repetitions of movement 
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o Synchronising movement 

o ‘Monitoring’ behaviour by children of one another 

o Their use of Gaze to draw attention 

o Followings – the organisation of leaderships.  

o Movement in and through spaces 

o Who initiates next strips of activity and when do people follow? 

We worked with the Edward Hall’s concept of  “Situational frames” to explore how the 

children’s activities running around the playground and playing, turned physical spaces into 

social spaces and we worked to identify different kinds of spaces including:  

 Running spaces 

 Fixed spaces 

 Fluid and changing spaces 

 Where people are moving – destination and passages and the transitions between 

these 

We Looked at repeats of movement to find:  

 Customary spaces 

 Routines in movement 

 Excursions and returns—destinations and passages,  duration of time in each 

 Dominance/hierarchy 

 Variations in forays 

 Transitions between spaces  (see destinations and passages above) 

 Times of foray   (see destinations and passages above) 

We thought about how to build hypothesis by looking at video data – in this case  

Notes on viewing (3) Revisit the data again: 

 With ideas 

 Sound/speed off and on, image off and on 

 Develop hunches to explore – revisit/retest hunches 

 Inductive sketching 

 Look and look and look 

 Make careful drawings 

 Revisiting passes through video – looking at different modes/actors 

 

Look at tempo and time unfolding: 

 Underlying “pulse analysis” 
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 Interactional rhythms: Book – “Communicative musicality” Oxford University Press 

 Underlying pulse organisation to social organisation – syncing in with: 

o Pitch, volume, stress 

o Key strokes 

o Speech 

o Head turns 

o Gestures 

o Changing gaze/engagement 

 Monitoring mutual timing, collaborative 

 

 


